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VARIATION, TRANFORMATION AND DEVELOPMENT
IN GÉRARD GRISEY’S LES ESPACES ACOUSTIQUES
ALEX VAUGHAN
1. INTRODUCTION AND ABSTRACT
Gérard Grisey (1946-1998) has been one of the most influential composers in the later part of the
twentieth century. His music carries a strong, independent character and was refreshingly original
for its time. Through composers such as Grisey, Murail and Dufourt, the genre now known as
‘spectral music’ or ‘spectralism’ was given birth. In their search for something new, their
compositional methods became strongly influenced and inspired by naturally occurring phenomena.
Tristan Murail comments,
“Gérard Grisey and I had read books on acoustics that were designed more for engineers than
for musicians. There we found rare information on spectra, sonograms, and such that was
very difficult to exploit. We also did our own experiments. For example, we knew how to
calculate the output of ring modulators and, a little later, frequency modulation.” 1
These composers also went to great lengths to understand human perception of various musical
parameters, such as timbre and duration. The ideology behind the genre can best be seen in
Grisey’s most famous remark:
“We are musicians, and our model is sound and not literature, sound and not mathematics,
sound and not theatre, or fine arts, quantum physics, geology, astrology, or acupuncture.” 2
Although Grisey’s music is highly structured, teeming with intellectual concepts and even borderline serialistic, the audience’s aural perception of his compositions always took priority.
Unfortunately the label ‘spectral music’ has taken its toll on many people’s understanding of the
original genre. The term itself immediately evokes the presumption that the genre’s primary focus
lies in the treatment of the harmonic series. The composer Philippe Hurel comments on this by
saying:
“... 25 years after Grisey’s own ‘Partiels,’ all that the self-styled specialists in contemporary
music can see in what is known as spectral music is merely hedonistic harmonic and formal
know-how ... Talking about spectral music makes sense if one does not confine oneself to the
use of the spectrum (...) which paradoxically does not necessarily interest all those who
compose in this style.” 3
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When asked the question, “Spectral music. What does that term mean to you?” the composer
Tristan Murail answered,
“I think that it is chiefly an attitude toward musical and sonic phenomena, although it also
entails a few techniques, of course.” 4
Often the works of Gérard Grisey are opened in order to solely view the composer’s treatment of
‘spectra’. Consequently many key aspects to Grisey’s style are overlooked or considered irrelevant.
One of these aspects is form and development. The evolution of material and its structural
consequences are of significant importance in Grisey’s works. In the Darmstadt article ‘Zur
Entstehung des Klanges’ Grisey himself states:
“In my music the sound can never be observed for itself, rather is constantly going through
the filter of its history. Where is it going? Where did it come from? I ask myself these
questions at every moment in the score, that I am currently writing.“ 5
This paper is devoted to understanding this aspect of Grisey’s writing in ‘Les Espaces Acoustiques’
- the transformation and mutation of sound, lead by constant development, processing and
variation.

2. LES ESPACES ACOUSTIQUES
Written over a 10 year period from 1974 to 1985, ‘Les Espaces Acoustiques’ is a cycle of six
individual works and one of the highlights of Grisey’s repertoire.
“Today, Les Espaces Acoustiques seems to me like a great laboratory in which the spectral
techniques are applied to various situations (from solo to full orchestra). Certain pieces even
have a demonstrative, almost didactic, aspect as if, in the euphoria of discovery, I had taken
pains to make the characteristics of the language that I was gradually inventing be grasped as
fully as possible.” 6
The works within the cycle follow a pattern of increasing instrumentation. ‘Prologue’ is the first
work and is for solo viola. After this is ‘Périodes’ for 7 instruments followed by ‘Partiels’ for an
ensemble of 18. ‘Modulations’ for 33 musicians comes next, then ‘Transitoires’ for large orchestra
and finally ‘Epilogue’ for orchestra and 4 solo horns.
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In order to make sense of much of the cycle’s material, it is necessary to be wholly familiar with
the E1 overtone spectrum.

It is this spectrum which comprises much of the cycle’s harmonic organisation. It is via this
harmonic series that all standards of harmonicity verses inharmonicity within the cycle can be
established.
As the cycle is of such a large magnitude, it will of course be impossible to cover all of its material.
This paper will thus examine very specific examples highlighting Grisey’s finesse at motivic
mutation. Our goal will be to gain a broad overview and understanding of the way in which Grisey
achieves his motivic transformations from point A to B. We will begin with examples from
‘Périodes’, followed by ‘Partiels’, ‘Modulations’ and finally ‘Epilogue’. Unfortunately ‘Prologue’
and ‘Transitoires’ will be excluded entirely; many of their basic principles will however be
covered in the other works’ analyses.

3. P E R I O D E S
Written in 1974, ‘Périodes’ is the first work composed for ‘Les Espaces Acoustiques’. With only a
small ensemble of seven instruments7, Grisey created a solid cornerstone on which the other works
in the cycle could comfortably sit.
As the name suggests, the work’s primary focus lies in the study of periods. In the introduction
statement of the score for ‘Périodes’, Grisey begins by stating “Périodes presents a constant cycle
of three part periods which are analogous to the respiratory rhythm: inhalation, exhalation and
rest.”8 Grisey then goes on to explain what characteristics determine each of these three phases.
Rest is characterised by a strong presence of the overtone series (built on E1) as well as what he
refers to as “an authentic force of attraction and of repulsion on the development of the sound.”
Inhalation is seen through the amplification of “microphonic elements” – the steady climb towards
the climax of an idea. Exhalation is then the return from the climax to simplicity. The next rest area
then signals a new period. The entire piece can then be divided into four of these periods. We will
be observing the first period.
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3.1 GLISSANDI AND VARIATIONS ON D4
The first section of the work is particularly interesting, for although the tonality and harmonic
organisation of ‘Périodes’ is dictated by the harmonic spectrum of E1, the dominating tonality of
the work’s opening lies indisputably on the tone D4. Despite belonging to the E1 harmonic
spectrum, because of its volume and intensity, the listener is inclined to hear the tone D as the tonal
centre. The piece opens with violin, viola and double bass. Both violin and bass sit quietly in the
background, whilst viola forcefully introduces D4. Over the next three or so minutes, we continue
to see D4 presented in increasingly varied ways, acting as an anchor for the material around it.
In ‘Tempus ex Machina’ Grisey states:
“From now on it is impossible to think of sounds as defined objects which are mutually
interchangeable. They strike me rather as force fields given direction in time. These forces are
infinitely mobile and fluctuating; they are alive like cells, with a birth, life and death, and
above all tend towards a continual transformation of their own energy. There exists no sound
which is static, immobile, any more than the rock strata of mountains are immobile.” 9
This concept is particularly important when studying the music of Grisey. One will notice that
often within Grisey’s works, a sustained tone is not simply a sustained tone, rather, is subjected to
a series of small variations and changes. This concept is already at play in the opening few bars of
‘Périodes’. Here we see that the viola strikes D4 on not only one string but three. The tone then
rests on two of these strings.

Whilst one tone remains sustained and unchanged, the other slowly pushes downwards in pitch in
an almost unperceivable glissando. In the acoustic world, when two pitches sound, the amplitude
of their waves interact directly, either cancelling each other out resulting in a drop in overall
amplitude or moving in unison thereby enhancing overall amplitude. It is this drop and fall in
overall amplitude that results in further frequencies and differential tones (we will discuss this
later). When the distance between two generative pitches is only minute, rather than hearing a
specific differential pitch, we instead hear only a pulsating between the two generative pitches; this
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is sometimes referred to as ‘beat’. This is crudely shown in the diagram below which represents 7
against 8 wavelengths per second (7Hz against 8Hz). This example would result in a ‘beat’ once
every second.

The friction of the viola’s two unison tones moving slowly away from each other in pitch results in
this effect. This technique thus gives life and energy to the viola’s sustained D as well as slightly
changing and enriching the timbre of the instrument. This simple effect significantly enhances the
depth of what would have been a stagnant, ordinary sustained pitch. From this point onwards, this
idea is expanded and developed in two diverging directions.
The first is the expansion and development of the glissando. Although the glissando is initially
extraordinarily subtle and serves as a means of adding dimension to timbre, it soon takes on a far
more important role, leading even to the establishment of the first period’s form. It begins almost
unnoticeably in the violin and viola voices. As of page 3, glissandi begin to appear in the flute and
cello. On page 5 glissandi are unashamedly scattered throughout the ensemble, taking up most of
the listener’s attention. They remain however small in interval, never sliding farther than a whole
tone away from their starting point. What is particularly interesting about almost all of these
glissandi is that they move either from or to a pitch in the E1 overtone series. In one sense, this
could be connected to the viola’s opening motif: the principal of unison tones pushing slightly
away from another. In this case the E1 overtone spectrum would pose as our sustained tone.

As of rehearsal mark 3 bar 3 through to
rehearsal mark 5 the glissandi present
themselves in a far more homophonic
manner. Rather than remaining scattered
throughout the ensemble, the glissandi are
now arranged in neat structural blocks.
Despite the large increase in interval
amplitude, again, a strong parallel can be
drawn to the opening motif. Each glissando
moves either away from or to the tone D,
whilst at the same time one or more
instruments sustain the tone D.
Périodes p.8

The climax to this concept is reached at rehearsal mark 5. As of this point, the piece enters what
Grisey termed ‘exhalation’, returning to rest. The tone D4 also no longer plays any significant role

6
and is replaced by G#. Despite this, the development of glissandi continues with bass, cello, viola,
violin and clarinet. At the beginning of rehearsal mark 5, the glissandi (always upwards from G# to
F#) are relatively dense in texture. Grisey then slowly reduces density and seemingly stretches time
by increasing the length of each glissando. From rehearsal mark 6 through to 7, the glissandi
appear to be slowly torn apart into individual notes creating upward rising scales. Similar to the
glissandi preceding them, the scales are also one by one augmented in time.

Périodes p.12

This then results in an enormous reduction of density and therefore also the allusion of a slowing in
tempo. Rehearsal mark 7 then marks the end of the first period.
The second noteworthy development occurring parallel are the timbral variations on D4. Curiously,
the composer himself appeared concerned that we pay attention to it. “The following should be
particularly noted: - The first ’deviation’ during which the instruments develop the D of the viola
in the harmonic series...” 10
The developments that take place on the tone D4 are almost entirely concerned with timbral change
and variation. When the viola voice alone is observed what soon becomes apparent is the lack of
repetition. Once a timbral effect has been presented, it is followed directly by another, never to
return. We also see that the variations and transformations of timbre slowly increase in intensity as
well as energy. The accompanying dynamics also play a significant role; not only do they add
another dimension to D4’s timbral depth, they also encourage the increase of intensity.
From rehearsal mark 3 through to 5, timbral transformation of D4 continues. However, rather than
timbral development taking place merely on the viola, the tone D4, whilst retaining its place as
tonal centre, is shared among the ensemble. What is particularly interesting in this change of
instrumentation is that several of the timbral development techniques earlier used by the viola are
translated directly to other instruments.
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The second of these comparisons (viola and trombone) is of particular importance as ‘Périodes’
opens with this same effect. As we earlier discussed, the friction of two unison tones moving
slowly away from each other in pitch results in a slight pulsating of amplitude. When this same
concept is translated to trombone, the effect is significantly amplified. The trombonist must not
only play the tone, but must also sing it, starting slightly flat and gradually pushing upwards into
unison. As the sound waves created by both the discordant sung and played tones pass through the
same piece of tubing, the resulting pulsation of amplitude is perceivably greater. Thus with a
simple change of instrumentation, the same technique is strongly enhanced thereby increasing the
energy and excitement of what Grisey termed ‘inhalation’. At rehearsal mark 5, D4 is released from
its position as tonal centre, leaving the multitude of glissandi to take centre stage.

3.2 Brief Summary
Throughout this process, an almost unperceivable glissando used only as a timbral effect, steps
further and further into the foreground. It increases gradually in amplitude as well as instrumental
occurrence until it becomes of structural importance. The glissando then steals our full attention,
remaining as the only element played by the ensemble, before being finally slowly taken apart,
reduced to rising scales and individual tones.
Here we also witness that an idea or motif never repeats identically. Each new appearance of a
concept is treated in such a way as to bear strong resemblance to its earlier occurrence whilst
slowly changing and transforming and thus pushing the composition’s material in a very specific
structural direction.
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4. P A R T I E L S
‘Partiels’ is the second work composed for ‘Les Espaces Acoustiques’, appearing roughly one year
after ‘Périodes’ in 1975. ‘Partiels’ is written for an ensemble comprising 18 instruments11 and is
intended to be the third work of the six part series. The birth of the piece happened as a result of
‘Périodes’ completion.
“When I’d finished composing Periods I realized that the end was not an end, it was a sequel,
and so I began to imagine Partiels which was composed immediately after. As periods had
begun with a solo viola, of course I immediately thought to add a sort of prologue to the
whole cycle, and so bit by bit, the idea of a larger work was born.” 12
In this study we will be observing ‘Partiels’’ first inhalation (rehearsal mark 1-12) and its
complementing exhalation (rehearsal mark 12 - 22).

4.1 ‘ INHALATION ’
The careful observer will realise that the last page of ‘Périodes’ is identical to the first page of
‘Partiels’. If the pieces are performed consecutively as a part of the entire cycle, this allows
‘Périodes’ to flow seamlessly into ‘Partiels’ without break or interruption.
As the title would suggest, the focus of the piece lies in the study of the overtone spectrum.
Grisey’s inspiration lay in the spectral analysis of an E2 played by a trombone. By observing
sonograms, Grisey was able to carefully select instrumentation and frequencies with which to
artificially recreate that same overtone spectrum. With the ability to do this, he could then play
with the listener’s perception, blurring the line between pure and artificially created tones.
In order to properly understand ‘Partiels’ first four or so minutes it will be important to first
understand its opening few bars. The piece begins with trombone and contrabass on low E. The
tone is attacked with force and then sustained. The trombone, played with an open plunger mute,
slowly decreases in volume and closes the mute. As the trombone’s tone fades away, flute, clarinet,
violin, viola and cello fade in with notes from the E overtone series. The transition is smooth and
timbrally fascinating. What is particularly interesting is that the listener is inclined to continue to
hear the trombone’s low E even after it has faded completely away.
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To help us understand exactly what is taking place, let us examine a sonogram of a trombone’s low
E whilst closing and opening a plunger mute:
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As the sonogram quite clearly shows, the closing of the plunger over the trombone’s bell results in
a significant reduction of overtone amplitude whilst the fundamental and lower partials remain
unchanged. In ‘Partiels’ opening page Grisey first establishes a spectrally rich tone, then through
the aid of the mute, heavily reduces the amplitude of its overtones, replacing the naturally
occurring overtones with artificial ones. It is this subtle transition that makes the transformation
from ‘naturally occurring’ to ‘artificial’ so gentle and beautiful.
The other dominating aspect to the work’s opening is the contrabass’s repetitive attack on low E.
These attacks give extraordinary energy and life to ‘Partiels’ first few minutes, saving it from
becoming stagnant and tedious. They also severely shape the overall character of the work, leaving
a strong and profound first impression on the listener. For anyone already familiar with the work, is
not the contrabass’s low E the first thought to spring to mind when hearing ‘Partiels’ referenced?
As marked on the score, the first page is repeated at the ensemble’s leisure. For ease of association,
I will be referring to this as the ‘theme’. Following this, the ’theme’ then appears eleven more
times in increasing variation. It may perhaps seem odd to refer to the first section of ‘Partiels’ as
theme and variations, however, when stripped to the bones and examined structurally, there is no
better way of describing it.
We will now begin looking at the transformations that take place over the course of the 11
variations. In order to do this as systematically as possible, I have broken the variations down into
four different elements and will be following the changes that occur in each:
a) Transformation from discernable spectrum and pitch to noise.
b) Development of the fundamental’s and partial’s initial attack.
c) Birth and development of a transition between variations.
d) Development of the contrabass’s attacks on E1.
4.1 a The Transformation from Discernable Spectrum and Pitch to Noise
One of the most noticeable changes to occur across the variations is a change from clarity of pitch
and artificial spectrum to a muddying of this clarity, moving towards distortion and noise. There
are two complementing ways in which Grisey achieves this. A slow and subtle departure in pitch
from E2’s partials and a steady increase in noise related instrumental techniques.
The range of the first variation’s partials (at rehearsal mark 1) is quite astounding, stretching up to
the 25th partial. As there are more partials than instruments within this range, the instrumentation
of the partials is divided evenly, with almost no repetition. All partials that are significantly discord
with our equal tempered system are also accounted for as either quarter or sixth tones.
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With the progression of each variation, Grisey slowly introduces increasing amounts of spectral
disharmony. This begins in minute form as of the third variation in which the glockenspiel strikes
the notes D, E and F#. According to naturally occurring overtones, the tone D should be slightly
lower. This of course is not possible on instruments such as glockenspiel and accordion, which is
perhaps why the composer chose to avoid conflicting tones in these instruments during the first
two variations. This same equal tempered D also occurs in the following two variations (rehearsal
marks 4 and 5). These variations also introduce strong, irregular vibrato in the viola voices. This
vibrato requires the performer to heavily vary the dynamic of their note. In variation 4, the vibrato
is on a lowered D, one octave below the glockenspiel. In variation 5 it is on a C half sharp in the
same register as the glockenspiel appearing almost as though the composer was wont to sharpen
the disharmony between these notes. Rather than contributing to the partials and harmonic series
surrounding it, this irregular vibrato pushes its tone outside of the spectrum into the foreground.
This renders it utterly naked to the listener, further undermining the overall ‘spectral effect’.
At rehearsal mark 6 more inharmonicity is introduced as the vibraphone strikes a C6 which rubs
against the oboe’s C6 half sharp. Accordion also enters with an even-tempered D. In rehearsal mark
7 the same concept appears again, with the vibraphone’s even-tempered A5 clashing with the 2nd
flute’s A5 half sharp. The 7th variation also introduces the notes F5 in the first flute and G#3 in the
accordion, both of which would have been part of the spectrum had they been an octave higher.
From variation 8 onwards, the quantity of foreign pitches rises at an alarming rate. The following
diagram shows this process:

In the diagram all black notes represent members of the E2 spectrum whilst white notes represent
foreign pitches. It can be seen that although the presence of the spectrum remains indisputable even
up until to the eleventh variation, this slow transformation leaves the spectrum a shadow of its
former self. From the diagram, it is also apparent that there is a significant change in register. At
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first, the higher register (up to the 25th partial) is adopted by the flutes, oboe and violins. As time
progresses the flutes and oboe slowly find themselves in an increasingly lower register, even to the
point of changing instruments. The violins follow shortly thereafter. Then the entire range of the
ensemble is compressed bit by bit until finally in the eleventh variation the highest tone stretches
only to the 7th partial. This change in register is also crucial to the transformation from discernable
to indiscernible pitch and spectrum. As the ensemble approaches a lower register, the definition of
individual pitches and intervals becomes muddier. It is also perhaps worth mentioning here that the
dynamic marking of each partial is determined by how high or low that partial sits in the harmonic
series. The fundamental and lowest partials are marked as being the loudest (forte / fortissimo)
whilst the highest partials carry the softest markings (mezzo piano / piano). This idea corresponds
to many naturally occurring partials, where, generally stated, the higher the overtone is, the weaker
it will be in volume. As the ensemble approaches an increasingly deeper register this therefore
results in an increase in volume, adding to the building intensity of each passing variation.
In regards to instrumental techniques, we also witness a change from discernable pitches to
indiscernible pitches and noise related sounds. This is most apparent in the string voices, beginning
in the fourth variation (rehearsal mark 4) with the second viola playing sul ponticello. At mark 5
we see both violas and second violin move from ordinario to the following symbol:

Grisey’s instructions for this symbol are to drag the bow across the bridge creating an almost
breath-like sound. By the seventh variation, both violins, both violas as well as cello are partaking
in this same action.
At rehearsal mark 9, viola 1 welcomes the piece’s first example of extreme bow pressure.
Although the viola’s pitch is a G#, comfortably sitting within the E2 spectrum, the added bow
pressure creates an extreme creaking, scratching noise. Grisey then switches between this
technique and ordinario, appearing as such:

Thus G# moves continually from discernable to indiscernible pitch. This same effect is repeated in
the following variation (mark 10) in exchange between violin 1 and viola 1, during which viola 2
sustains his partial with exaggerated bow pressure. In the final variation (mark 11), all strings apart
from contrabass sustain tones under this excessive bow pressure. The scratching effect is also
translated to the woodwinds, being adopted by the first flute and clarinet. Incapable of producing a
‘scratch’, they are instead required to growl. Similar to the scratching, this too renders the
discernibility of pitch increasingly difficult.
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Perhaps quite fittingly for this particular piece, the best way to view this transition is with the aid
of a spectrogram. The numbers at the top of the spectrogram indicate each variation.

The spectrogram’s visual aid shows us exactly what Grisey’s score had been preaching; a steady
development from discernable pitches and spectrum to indiscernible pitches and noise - the
transition from harmonicity to inharmonicity.

4.1 b Development of the Fundamental’s and Partial’s Initial Attack
The initial attack of the theme as well as each variation takes place in two stages; the strong attack
of the fundamental, followed by the less aggressive entrance of the partials. These undergo two
significant transformations over the course of the 11 variations. Firstly, the distance between the
attack of the fundamental and the partials decreases slightly with each variation.
Rehearsal Mark

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Distance between first
and last attack notes
( in beats )

4

4

3.5

3

3.5

3.25

2.75

2.5

2

1.5

1

Due to this compression of time, each attack comes across as being slightly more agitated, adding
to the work’s overall growth in intensity. The culmination of this agitation is then reached at the
beginning of the next section, where fundamental as well as partials (or at least what is left of them)
are struck together.
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The second major transformation undergone in the spectrum’s attack lies in the instrumentation
and colouration of the fundamental. The first three variations identically present the fundamental
(low E) using horn, trombone, contrabass and cello (pizzicato). The fourth variation (mark 4)
houses a minor change in the horn, which is required to accent its tone again, after the note’s initial
attack, creating an echo effect. After this however, changes to the fundamental’s entrance become
increasingly varied, never repeating exactly in technique or instrumentation. The addition of
instruments such as accordion, bass clarinet and gong add many new layers to each fundamental’s
timbral dimensions. Similar to the topic discussed above, the blurring of discernable pitch also
plays a role in the fundamental’s attack in later variations. Below are three examples of this:

Accordion,
rehearsal mark 8

Contrabass,
rehearsal mark 9

Contrabass Clarinet,
rehearsal mark 11

4.1 c The Birth and Development of a Transition between Variations
Another significant change throughout the 11 variations is the appearance of a transition passage.
This passage lies between variations and takes place during the contrabass’s solo on E. Its birth is
so subtle, that both listener and even reader of the score are likely to be only half aware of it.
Although its role is quite minor in comparison to some of the variations’ other elements, its
appearance is so quaint and elegant that it deserves even a small amount of study.
To pin point exactly where it begins is a little difficult. The first four variations conclude with each
partial fading out into silence whilst the contrabass repeatedly strikes low E. Rehearsal mark 5 is
the first change to this trend as the upper strings, rather than fading out, are required to sustain the
breath-like technique described earlier (

). This idea then repeats in the following

two variations. Without a score, however, the listener is likely to be completely unaware of this
technique’s existence as it is next to inaudible.
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Only as of variation 8 (rehearsal mark 8) does this transitional passage finally become truly audible.
Its two defining elements, both of which are openly aurally distinguishable, are flageolet glissandi
and sustained, toneless breath or air noises.

Partiels mark 10, bar 6-7

Curiously, this minor addition between variations adds a degree of anticipation for the next
variation, as if the ensemble were inhaling or preparing itself for the next variation’s attack. This
transition passage helps to sustain motion between variations.
The last of these passages, one bar before rehearsal mark 12, breaks completely out of step with all
preceding material. This passage occurs only in the strings and only once.

4.1 d Development of the contrabass’s attacks on E1
As stated earlier, the contrabass’ attack on the fundamental is one of the most dominating qualities
to ‘Partiels’. However, this too does not remain unchanged. In correspondence with many of the
other processes in the inhalation, the contrabass’ attacks gradually become more excited.
Fortunately for us, the systematic means by which Grisey constructed the contrabass voice is no
mystery. Below is a sketch drawn by Grisey explaining the contrabass’ rhythmic development:

16

The Metamorphosis of Partiels’ Bass Rhythm

13

In this sketch, the column of numbers on the left hand side states the occurrence of the rhythmic
figure. At the bottom of the sketch are the letters a, b and c. ‘a’ stands for a fixed duration, ‘b’ for
durations irregularly increasing in length and ‘c’ for durations irregularly decreasing in length. The
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two right hand columns of numbers represent the total number of durations in a rhythmic cell and
the amount of changes between the current rhythmic cell and the one before it.
One of the finest characteristics to the works of Grisey is the way in which he introduces
irregularity into systematic processes. For example, often during a process we will see that
durations increase in length or pitches gradually climb higher in register. One will notice however
that these changes are not strictly incremental; each note will not necessarily be longer or higher
than the one before it. Rather, what we witness is change in the collective mean; there will be an
increase in the average duration or average register of the notes. Via such methodology, Grisey
maintains the momentum created through the systematic process, whilst rendering the entire
process organic and even naturalistic in character. Not for one moment does the process feel overly
structured, serialistic or artificial. The contrabass’ rhythmic patterns bear the same principle. By
having a systematic approach to the rhythmic material, inevitably each new pattern will exhibit
similarities to the one before it whilst the material moves in a constant direction of development (in
this case gradually becoming more rhythmically complex resulting in an increased state of
agitation and even soloistic character). The addition of irregularity seasons the process.

4.2 ‘ EXHALATION ‘
Similar to ‘Périodes’, the first exhalation in ‘Partiels’ follows as a direct response to its first
inhalation. As we have just discussed, during the inhalation, over the 11 variations, the ensemble
reaches a point of high inharmonicity or indiscernible spectrum. The exhalation is then the process
of return from this inharmonicity to harmonicity. The centrepiece to this process is again quite
strongly influenced by natural phenomena, namely sum and differential tones. These tones are
generated as either the sum of or difference between two tones. On acoustic instruments, for
example, this can be observed when wind instruments simultaneously play and sing tones. When
both sung and played frequencies pass through the same piece of tubing, the resulting sum or
differential tones can be strikingly loud. As an example we will take the notes F#4 (370 Hz) and A3
(220 Hz). To find the differential tone, 220 Hz is simply subtracted from 370 Hz. This results in
150 Hz – roughly a D3. This can for example be seen in a spectrogram when a horn playing F#4
sings the tone A3.
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Horn Differential Tone

Sum and differential tones are perhaps best well known through the application of ring modulators,
which had already begun to play significant roles in the works of Stockhausen a decade earlier
(Mixtur, Mikrophonie II, Mantra, etc ).
The exhalation is built upon this ring modulation concept and is in essence, extraordinarily straight
forward; two generative tones and an artificially created differential tone, all of which crescendo
out of an imperceptible attack and then decrescendo to an imperceptible cut-off. As with naturally
occurring differential tones, Grisey always assigns his artificial differential tones a softer dynamic
marking than the generative tones. Each occurrence of this ‘ring modulation’ effect then overlaps
into the one following it.
Across the exhalation there are three complementing parameters to the section’s overall
transformation in character:
a) steady rise in pitch
b) steady shortening of durations
c) steady fall in dynamics
4.2 a Rise in Pitch
As we saw earlier in the inhalation, one of the biggest contributors to the change from discernible
spectrum to indiscernible is a change from high to low register. The exhalation exercises a reversal
of this. It begins entirely tonally ambiguous, consisting only of noise effects in the strings,
trombone and horn, as well as pulses on different sized drums. The only exception to this is the
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bass clarinet, whose extremely low register and strong rhythmic pulses also renders its pitch
indiscernible. We thus begin in a state of pure inharmonicity.
The first appearance of generative and differential tones occurs in the 3rd bar of rehearsal mark 13.
Here the contrabass plays the notes A1 (55 Hz) and Bb1 (58.27 Hz). The differential tone would
then be 3.27 Hz or G#-3 (58.27 - 55), far lower than the human ear can reach. As no human ear
could possibly hear this and no instrument could possibly play it, Grisey translates 3.27 Hz
rhythmically for tom as 10:6 quavers. At 60 beats per second ( = 60) this equals 3.3 tom pulses per
second. Directly after this, follows another example. G1 (49 Hz) in the bass clarinet against F#1
(46.25 Hz) in the contrabass would result in a differential tone of 2.75 Hz (F-3). To match this, the
percussionist plays 11:8 quavers resulting in 2.75 strikes per second. As the generative pitches
approach a higher register, unable to represent differential pitches rhythmically, the composer
assigns them notes.
Below is a complete diagram of all propagative pitches as well as their theoretical differential and
Grisey’s equal tempered instrumentation thereof.
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Notes in the upper system are the generative pitches whilst those in the lower system are the
differentials. Numbers above the generative pitches are their frequencies as Hz. Underneath these,
accompanied by an arrow, is the exact Hz of the theoretical differential (the result of subtracting
one generative pitch from the other). Numbers underneath the second system are the Hz of the
even-tempered differential pitches used in the score. Boxed numbers are rehearsal marks.
As we can see in the table, at first the generative pitches are considerably close together. The
combination of low register and minute difference in pitch results in inharmonicity. As the
exhalation progresses, the intervals between generative pitches increase, resulting in greater
harmonic transparency. The use of noise related instrumental techniques also disappears.
We must not forget that like the artificial partials in the inhalation, what is unique about Grisey’s
score is that it intends to allude to differential tones as a concept, using them as compositional
inspiration, rather than accurately acoustically matching the naturally occurring phenomenon.
A particularly interesting aspect to Grisey’s artificial differential tones is that they are accompanied
by the use of tremolo and vibrato. There may well be two fundamental reasons for these qualities.
The first is perhaps as a means of creating a link between the theoretical pitches, represented as
pulses per second and the instrumentally realised pitches which follow. Although the use of
tremolo at different speeds does not represent any specific differential pitches below human
hearing, it does however help the listener to bridge the gap between pulse and pitch. The other
probable reason for the use of tremolo and vibrato is the way in which it mimics the sound quality
of naturally occurring differential tones, which often have a somewhat distorted or pulsating
character.
As mentioned briefly earlier, each incident of the ‘ring modulation’ effect overlaps onto the one
following it. As a result, this creates a very ‘sticky’ form of harmonicity, where many different
bodies of ‘harmony’ or ‘spectra’ overlap and lie temporarily on top of one another. At the
beginning of the exhalation, whilst the ensemble is in a lower register, this overlapping creates a
very thick almost cluster-like harmonic environment. As the ensemble rises slowly in register, the
definition between each spectrum or chord becomes clearer and thus is no longer perceived as a
mass of sound, rather as incidents of individual overlapping spectra.
4.2 b Shortening of Durations
When observing the parameter of durations, there appears to be a direct correlation between the
pitch of a differential tone and its length. As a general rule - the higher the tone, the shorter its
duration. This is comparable to the way the speed at which a record is played has a direct influence
on both the duration and pitch of its notes.
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In ‘Tempus Ex Machina’ Grisey contemplates:
“Let us imagine ourselves, like the hero of C. Castaneda’s work (1975) contemplating the
water at the edge of the river, then progressively, mentally reduced to the size of the molecules
of water until we ourselves become molecules; we would certainly be surrounded by an
unheard of landscape, but would we still feel the force which sweeps these molecules of water
out to sea?” 14
At the beginning of the exhalation, the listener is incapable of perceiving the entirety of the
structural environment. With the progression of the exhalation, the rise in pitch and particularly the
shortening of durations removes the listener from concentration on elements such as timbre making
them more aware of structural processes. When the duration of a tone is exceedingly long, the
listener has ample time to concentrate on the different features of that tone. However, an increase
in tone length also makes it more difficult for the listener to perceive the relationship between that
tone and the one pre- and proceeding it. Likewise, as the duration of tones shortens, the overall
relationship between individual tones becomes far easier to recognise; the finer details and features
of each tone, conversely, receive much less of our attention.
4.2 c Fall in Dynamics
Over the course of the exhalation, a general diminuendo can be observed. The first few crescendi
are marked ffff, whilst the last few crescendi directly before the ‘rest’ stage are marked only with
mp for generative pitches and pp for differential pitches. This use of general diminuendo enhances
the previously discussed processes in pitch and duration. When all processes are combined, the
overall effect of the exhalation is comparable to the notion of ‘zooming out’ from an object. Often
we associate something’s pitch with its size - the larger an object, the lower its frequency and vice
versa. Durations exercise a similar effect; we will often associate long durations with larger objects
and short durations with smaller ones. Also, when we are close up to an object we will often see its
finer details but will lose perception of its global structure. On distancing ourselves from the object,
the details will become lost but its structure clearer. Similarly the treatment of dynamics could be
seen to reflect the way in which the distance from a sound’s source has a direct association to the
amplitude at which the sound is perceived. Thus the combination of all three processes – lower
register to higher register; long durations to short durations; loud objects to quiet objects –
produces a ‘zoom out’ effect.
Regardless however of what perception each individual has of the music, it is undeniable that these
three processes go hand in hand and would have little effect unaccompanied.
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4.3 Brief Summary
The details mentioned in this quick analysis of ‘Partiels’’ first two sections are by no means
exhaustive of all the details riddled throughout the manuscript. The careful reader of Grisey’s
scores will find compositional intricacies down to meticulous levels. We must however
acknowledge that few of these details are within the boundaries of being individually aurally
perceived whilst engulfed by the ensemble’s mass sound. It is however a combination of all of
these elaborate processes and details which lead to the music’s overwhelming effect. Although
individual elements are sometimes impossible to aurally separate from the ensemble, without them
the work would no longer pulsate with verve and vitality and would likely become tedious and
uninteresting. We must not forget that this work’s basic motivic ideas are incredibly simplistic. The
inhalation for example consists only of one concept repeated eleven times; fundamental followed
by partials. Likewise in the exhalation, the basic motif behind the entire section is incredibly bare.
However, as dear Beethoven pointed out through the first movement of his 5th symphony, not
everything boils down to the motif itself; of greater importance is its evolution. If it were not for
Grisey’s sensibility for detail and understanding of organic transformations and developments over
time, would this piece ever have become the masterpiece that we know of today?

5. M O D U L A T I O N S
‘Modulations’ – for 33 instruments - (written in 1976/77) is the fourth work in ‘Les Espaces
Acoustiques’. The work contains many familiar concepts to the cycle such as a contrast between
harmonicity and inharmonicity. It also makes use of specific techniques already expressed in the
cycle’s earlier works, such as ‘ring modulation’. Despite its many familiarities however,
‘Modulations’ is outstandingly different in character to its brothers. The opening to the work alone
(at mark 1), would make one question whether it truly were a part of the cycle at all. The previous
two works (‘Périodes’ and ‘Partiels’) had begun in a state of rest and high harmonic spectral
dominance, almost meditative in quality. ‘Modulations’ however begins with short explosions of
highly inharmonic chords on extraordinarily irregular and excruciatingly difficult rhythms. Terms
such as ‘inhalation’, ‘exhalation’ and ‘rest’ must now be used with caution as the composer now
experiments with other structural techniques.
For this analysis, we will be observing ‘Modulations’’ first 2 sections, from rehearsal mark 1
through to 22. The reason for studying these particular sections is the finesse at which the material
is developed and the exceptional length of the passage as a whole, with a performance taking
roughly 7 minutes to reach mark 22. As we saw in ‘Périodes’ and ‘Partiels’, one entire section or
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‘period’ can be broken up into an inhalation and exhalation. ‘Modulations’’ first 2 sections carry
many similar traits to these. We will handle each process individually. Grisey describes them as
such:
“1. Tension / Relaxation: homophony
Two twin chords (complex + additional sounds) evolve from heterogeneous to homogeneous,
from aperiodic lengths to periodic lengths.
2. Relaxation / Tension: homophony – polyphony – homophony
Passage from binary to multiple
Break and Silence” 15
5.1 SECTION 1: TENSION / RELAXATION
‘Modulations’’ first section stretches from rehearsal mark 1 to 16. It opens in a state of high
complexity or ‘tension’ and then slowly undergoes processes which simplify the material and
reduce the level of inharmonicity, thus resolving in a state of ‘relaxation’. As a means of
systematically analysing the overall evolution of the section’s material, we will divide the
individual processes up into 3 groups:
a) The transition from inharmonicity to harmonicity
b) Changes in rhythm and duration
c) Changes in Dynamics
5.1 a The Transition from Inharmonicity to Harmonicity
Grisey’s application of pitch is perhaps the hardest aspect of this section to come to an
understanding of. One way in which we can understand the process undergone by pitches in this
section is through the concept of filtration. Chords begin with an outstanding complexity in pitch
organisation, bearing little in common with the harmonic series. The pitches in these chords are
impossible for the human mind to process aurally and could be seen to represent noise. The
concept of filtration involves the gradual removal of unwanted pitches or inharmonicity until, at
the end of the section, the E1 overtone spectrum sits nakedly in the foreground.
Characteristic to this section are two chords. The first is in the woodwinds and brass and the
second in the strings. As Grisey mentioned in the previous quote, these are ‘twin’ chords –
complex + additional sounds. As we saw earlier in ‘Partiels’, Grisey used the concept of
differential tones (ring modulation) as inspiration for his compositional material. The relationship
between these ‘twin’ chords arises from a similar process – ‘sum’ or additive tones. Through this
15
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process, pitches in the string voices are created as the result of adding pitches in the wind’s voices
together. For example, in bar 1, piccolo carries the tone Bb7 (3729.31 Hz) whilst Flute 2 plays a C7
(2093 Hz). When these two pitches are added together, the result is 5822.31 Hz (3729.31 + 2093).
This is roughly equivalent to a slightly flat F#8. This is then given to the first violinist. In order to
better demonstrate this principle, the relationship between the flute, oboe and clarinet voices to that
of the violins pitches in the first chord are shown in the diagram below:

Woodwinds

Violins

This system not only explains the relationship between the two chords, it also explains why the
pitches in the strings’ chords call for such a large number of very particular microtones.
Having unlocked this first mystery, we are then led to ask the question, how then are the pitches in
the woodwind/brass chord arranged? The first point to note about these tones is that they contain
no microtonality, helping us to assume that they have little to do with strict spectral construction.
The next point worth mentioning is that the pitches in each chord remain relatively constant.
Occasionally one pitch will be replaced by another, however the majority of change between each
chord takes place as pitches switch instruments or jump up and down octaves; almost as if the
chords were being presented in different inversions:

Modulations mark 1, bar 1-2
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All of this is however difficult for the ear to perceive. An aspect which is however much more
open to our aural perception is a reduction in chordal register. The first few chords span a massive
register, from a trombone’s F1 up to the 1st violin’s slightly flat F#8; over 7 octaves! Apart from the
fact that these two extremities are next to impossible to play, this extreme register ensures that the
section begins with the utmost level of tension. Within the next few bars, this register is reduced
significantly. Gradually both high and low voices begin to condense further and further into the
middle register.
The next process to slowly unfold involves the relationship between individual intervals within
each chord. Rather than appearing as a set of randomly placed pitches, the tones within each chord
slowly begin to resemble intervallic structures seen in the lower partials of the harmonic series. As
an example we will look at bar 3 of rehearsal mark 4.
In the example we can see that the chord contains many intervals
quite tonal in character – 3rds, 6ths, 5ths, etc. The result is a chord
closely resembling B tonality. In order to demonstrate this, beside
the chord are just three possible spectral sources, E, F and G.
At rehearsal mark 6, the chords in the woodwinds and brass
suddenly begin applying microtonality. These chords can be
seen through a similar light. In bar 1 of mark 6 for example, it
can be seen that most of the notes in these chords can be
roughly sorted into various spectrum. This is the middle of the
filtering process; that is to say, the chords are beginning to
represent spectrum but are however still far from concrete in
their harmonic construction. We see this particularly in the use
of the slightly sharp F. Without any correlation to a specific
harmonic series, it would be entirely illogical for the composer
to require such a specific pitch.
As the music progresses, a gradual change in instrumentation can also be observed. This begins
rather early on in the first bar of mark 4, where cellos and contrabass reinforce the woodwind/brass
chord. By the 6th bar of mark 6, members of the woodwinds also begin to partake in this exchange,
accompanying the string’s chords. As the piece progresses, the exchange in instruments increases
and thus the definition between the ‘twin’ chords becomes increasingly blurred. The relationship
between both chords remains however unchanged; the second chord is still the result of the sum of
the first chord’s pitches. This relationship therefore means that any changes in pitch arrangement
or register in the first chord, will directly influence the character of the second chord.
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From rehearsal mark 7 onwards, the tones A half sharp and C half sharp take on permanent
positions in the ‘generative pitch’ chord. Piece by piece, other tones in the E spectrum are added to
the ensemble until a resemblance to the E1 harmonic series is undeniable. Finally at rehearsal mark
14 the spectrum is pure and the filtration process complete. Below is a simple diagram of this
process. The chords shown here are selected from even intervals between rehearsal marks 10 to 14.
Black notes represent pitches belonging to the E1 spectrum. White notes are tones foreign to the
spectrum.

5.1 b Changes in Rhythm and Durations
The transformations that take place in relation to this section’s aspects of rhythm and duration are
parallel to the transformations in harmonicity.
In his ‘Tempus ex Machina’, Grisey comments on varying levels of predictability in relation to a
scale of complexity with which to classify durations. At one end of the scale are ‘periodic’
durations with maximum predictability.
“We do not consider periodicity as either basic material nor as the unit of rhythmic structure,
but the most simple, most probable phenomenon...” 16
At the other end of the scale is what Grisey refers to as ‘statistical’ durations with no element of
predictability.
“Like a veritable white noise of durations, the probabilistic distribution of a vast scale of
durations leaves us no possibility of prediction. The degree of disorder is at its maximum.
Absolute discontinuity will only hold our attention for an extremely limited time.” 17
‘Modulations’’ first section displays the process of moving from one extreme to the other; from
‘statistical’ durations to ‘periodic’ durations – from aperiodic lengths to periodic lengths.
The section’s first few bars are rhythmically, viciously complicated. This intense level of
complexity does not however last particularly long. It soon becomes apparent that this aperiodic
material is already taking baby steps in the direction of predictable periodicity. The first
16
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transformation involves an increase in the average duration of chords. The first few bars display
chords only as short bursts of sounds, leaving them completely indecipherable to the listener. After
these opening bars, the average duration of each chord begins to increase, allowing the listener
more time for comprehension. The expansion in duration is however represented differently
between the ‘twin’ chords. For the woodwind/brass chord an increase in duration simply involves
sustaining the chord’s individual pitches for longer. The string chords however increase duration
via the quick repetition of the one chord. This appears either in the form of tremolo or ricochet.
This technique also leads us to a notion previously covered in our discussion on ‘Partiels’ first
exhalation, in which differential tones were often marked with tremolo, perhaps as a means of
mimicking the natural occurrence. Here too, it is the chord created through additive tones which is
subject to tremolo and ricochet.
It is also worth noting that before rehearsal mark 7, the ‘twin’ chords never appear simultaneously,
overlap or hang directly onto one another. The result of this is a certain degree of silence or
whitespace between each chord:

Modulations p.4

This whitespace is critical to the overall character of the music, giving it an element of dryness
which then adds further to the sensation of inharmonicity and aperiodicity. In one sense we could
say that the score has 3 objects; sustained chords, tremolo chords and silence. The varying duration
of these 3 objects thus creates unpredictable and incomprehensible periodicity.
Rehearsal mark 7 introduces a stark change. As of this point onwards there is no longer any
whitespace between chords. The cut-off to each chord hangs directly onto the attack of the chord
following it:

Modulations p.7

There is also a continued increase in the average length of chords as well as a decrease in
duration’s variable. Here, each chord is roughly two beats long. The material as of mark 7 has
become significantly more predictable. Not only must the listener no longer contend with
whitespace, they become aware that a change in chord occurs roughly once every two seconds. Bit
by bit the strings also begin to abandon the use of tremolo.
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At rehearsal mark 9, each chord begins to overlap onto the one following it. As time progresses,
the period of overlap between chords also increases.

Modulations p.8

The length of each chord also continues to slowly rise, whilst the variation in duration also
decreases.
By rehearsal mark 15 the result is music of maximum predictability. Each chord is 4 beats long and
overlaps 2 beats with the chord preceding it and 2 beats with the chord proceeding from it.

Modulations p.14

Here the music has reached a point of perfectly regular periodicity.
5.1 c Changes in Dynamics
The use of dynamics in ‘Modulations’’ first section is in strong connection to its developments in
duration. This can be observed even at the very outset of the section, where dynamic markings
accompanying the short rhythmic, chordal bursts are ffff. As soon as the chordal durations become
long enough, the dynamic markings become far more precise, indicating a sudden drop in intensity
directly following the note’s initial attack: sfffzppp. Following this the increase in chordal duration
allows for a less ‘subito’ change in amplitude. Here the chords carry the marking fff diminuendo
ppp. The extremity between dynamic markings continues to lessen over time. At rehearsal mark 7
diminuendos are removed completely and each chord remains dynamically stagnant with the
marking mp. The entire process from mark 1 to 7 could be shown as such:

After this, corresponding to the overlapping of chords, a crescendo-diminuendo is gradually
applied:

At rehearsal mark 15 each chord fades in for 2 beats from an imperceptible attack and then fades
out again for another two beats matching the perfect periodicity of the note durations.
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5.2 SECTION 2: RELAXATION / TENSION
The second section of ‘Modulations’ exercises a return from ‘relaxation’ to ‘tension’. Whilst the
basic principles of creating tension through an increase in inharmonicity and aperiodicity still
apply, the processes which are established are however entirely different to those previously
observed. Interestingly, this section can be divided up into three overlapping processes. The first
from mark 17 to 20 (in the winds), the second from mark 19 to 21 (in the upper strings) and the
third from mark 20 to 22 (in the lower strings, percussion, celesta and harp).
The first process is established via canonic technique and begins in the second bar of mark 17 in
the flutes. The duration of each tone is however relatively long (4 to 6 beats in length), thus at its
genesis, this new polyphonic process does not significantly disturb the perfect periodicity already
well-established in the score. Gradually more wind instruments enter. As more enter, the canon’s
consequential inharmonicity becomes gradually more and more dominating. The brass, who had
been maintaining the spectrum, then slowly dissolve. By rehearsal mark 18, the original spectrum
has completely vanished.
If written out, the canon’s pitches would appear as such:

Mark 18 also encompasses other changes, such as a generic increase in volume and increase in the
intensity of accents. There is also a shortening of note durations and the application of ‘flutter
tongue’ or ‘growl’ technique. The growing intensity of this downward tumbling polyphony
climaxes at rehearsal mark 19 from which point the material appears to bounce back in the
direction from which it came; instrumentation lessens, pitch rises, ‘flutter tongue’ reduces,
dynamics soften.
Rehearsal mark 19 also heralds the beginning of the second process which secretly commences
under the cover of the first process’ climax. The second process begins with the 1st violinist and
marks a stark return to the E spectrum. It too is strongly polyphonic, with each voice entering one
after the other. Similar to the first process, this process also exercises a strong accelerando to a
climax and ritardando thereafter. This is reinforced dynamically through a crescendo and then
diminuendo on return. The second process’ climax is reached at mark 20 at which point the last
tone of the first process has finally disappeared.
Mark 20 also sees the beginning of the section’s third and final process which leads the listener
back into the inharmonic world. This begins pianissimo in the celesta voice on the tones A and
then G. celesta is then joined by vibraphone, followed closely by harp and then viola pizzicato.
After this, cello and then contrabass are also added.
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Comparably to the transition from the first to the second process, the third process also begins with
the utmost subtlety at the second process’ point of highest intensity. The third process also has
many other aspects in common with the first two. It also begins almost canon-like in character and
is highly polyphonic. It also begins at a level of low intensity which increases, climaxes and
diminishes once more.
Grisey’s method of achieving inharmonicity is once again original to the score. This is the third
time that the composer has applied inharmonicity by varied means. The principle of pitch
organisation in this example is very basic; all tones in the chromatic scale other than those that
appear in the E1 spectrum are used:

The biggest difference between the third process and the two preceding it, is that it undergoes a
transformation in texture, from polyphonic to homophonic. In the other two processes, the material
is condensed and intensified until a peak, from which point it returns. In the third process however,
the series of pitches cascading melodically downwards not only become closer and closer together
as part of the accelerando, they also fuse together at the process’ point of highest intensity (at
rehearsal mark 21) resulting in chords and therefore homophony:

The ritardando is then established through an increase in space between these newly created chords.
As the ensemble approaches rehearsal mark 22, the thinning in texture is accompanied by a
reduction in pitches and therefore also a reduction in instrumentation as well as a diminuendo. The
purpose of this last process is to bring the music to a grinding halt at mark 22; a state of rest.
If mapped together the processes would appear as such:

The reason why each individual process is difficult for the listener to perceive is because of their
extreme overlapping. The climax of each process is also the death or birth of a new process,
making it impossible to recognise where one idea starts and the other ends. Thus all three processes
merge into one musical phrase.
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5.3 Brief Summary
‘Modulations’ is another fantastic example of the way in which a combination of smaller
developments bound simultaneously to different musical parameters can have such a dramatic
effect on the overall metamorphosis of a work. One of the strongest aspects to these developments
lies in their patience; each process unfolds slowly. This gives the listener just enough time to
comprehend their auditory environment before it transforms further. This slow transformation from
one musical being into another despite such a minimalistic motivic foundation (e.g. two ‘twin’
chords), engages the listener with enough repetition with which to comprehend the composition’s
material and yet avoids becoming monotonous or dull.
The transitions and changes which take place are so delicately gentle and smooth, that the audience
is almost completely distracted from perception of the work’s larger structural concepts. We see
for example, that from the beginning of the piece until rehearsal mark 22, there are two major
structural sections, both completely different in character and constructed upon different
compositional methods. Curiously however, the listener finds it difficult to draw a clean line
between the two sections and is therefore likely to perceptually include both under the same
compositional phrase. In the second section we see a similar principle. As we observed, this section
can be broken down into three overlapping processes. Although all three of these processes share
commonalities (such as form – accelerando, ritardando, etc), it is still difficult to argue that they
are similar. Each process is undeniably individual in character and compositional foundation. Yet,
the transition from one process to the next is so seamless and beautifully well prepared, that again
the listener is not at all aware of each process. The composer wished these processes become
bound to one another, becoming inseparable in the minds of his audience:
“In Modulations, the material no longer exists in itself: it is sublimated in a pure sound
evolution constantly in mutation and elusive the next instant. Everything is in motion.” 18
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6. E P I L O G U E
The Finale to Grisey’s ‘Les Espaces Acoustiques’ is the ‘Epilogue’ for 4 solo horns and large
orchestra. Completed in 1985, more than a decade after the birth of ‘Périodes’, it is a strong
testament to Grisey’s growth in compositional maturity. Unlike the other works in ‘Les Espaces
Acoustiques’, ‘Epilogue’ cannot be played as a solo work. If it is to be performed, it must follow
the work ‘Transitoires’ which precedes it. ‘Transitoires’ however does not have this obligation and
can be played either with or without ‘Epilogue’. The work can be divided into two major sections;
the introduction with viola solo (roughly the first 2 minutes) and the 6 minute orchestral conclusion
to the entire cycle. We will be examining the orchestral conclusion.
The orchestral conclusion to the entire cycle can also be divided into 2 parts. As we have observed
in the previous works, this type of two part complementing structure is not uncommon in ‘Les
Espaces Acoustiques’. The exact role of each of these sections is however not as black and white as
in the previous works. ‘Périodes’ and ‘Partiels’ for example made use of ‘inhalation’ and
‘exhalation’, both of which had very defined structural purposes. ‘Modulations’ exercised similar
principles, however in reverse; tension – relaxation – tension. The Epilogue is somewhat different.
Although both sections bear many similarities to what usually defines an ‘inhalation’ and
‘exhalation’, we will soon see that there are many exceptions.

6.1 SECTION 1
The first section takes place from the beginning of the orchestral entry (just before rehearsal mark
1) and continues through to rehearsal mark 15. On careful inspection, ‘Epilogue’ reveals itself to
have much in common with aspects of the other works in the cycle, particularly with aspects of
‘Partiels’. Similarly to the first inhalation in ‘Partiels’, the epilogue’s first section can also be
divided into smaller segments (14 in total) which bit by bit introduce small variations resulting in a
smooth and yet stark transition in character. The fundamental material for these variations is also
far from original to the cycle, appearing to be an expansion upon an idea already expressed in
‘Partiels’.
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‘Partiels’ p. 39, rehearsal mark 31

Despite its initial intensity and overwhelming energy, this section (similar to an inhalation)
undergoes a transformation from harmonicity to inharmonicity. It begins strongly founded upon
the E1 overtone spectrum. With the passing of each variation, it slowly moves away from the
spectrum until it is removed entirely from the epilogue at the onset of section 2 (mark 15).
Each variation can be divided into 4 to 5 different elements:
a) The horn solo
b) Flourished scales downwards
c) The variations’ initial attack
d) Sustained tones
e) The spectrum’s fundamental
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6.1 a The Horn Solo
A quick observation reveals that the solo horn voices are not of original material to the cycle. Their
melody is in fact derived from the cycle’s first work, ‘Prologue’. Via these means, Grisey creates
another dimension of coherence and connection to the entire cycle.

Prologue, p. 1

Unlike most of the other elements in the score, the horn solo appears to ignore the separation of the
section into smaller segments and thus plays seemingly freely across structural divisions. This
renders the definition of each variation or segment far less distinguishable; unlike ‘Partiels’ first
inhalation, the hearer is less likely to be aware of each variation. The horn parts are however not
entirely impartial to this structure. When observing the horn’s tonality, an association between
each of the variations’ initial attacks and the overtone series on which the horns play can soon be
drawn. The horns’ first entry is at rehearsal mark 2. Here it can already be seen that the horns are
required to play their notated pitches with an exact fingering. At the horns’ initial entry the
fingering is written as ‘F:2’, meaning second finger on F horn. This is the equivalent of a horn in E
and is capable of producing the partials present in the E2 harmonic series. The use of E horn
continues briefly until bar 4 of rehearsal mark 3 where horns 2 and 4 play momentarily on Bb horn
(Bb:0). One bar after rehearsal mark 4 all horns have returned to E horn. One bar after this
however, 2nd and 4th horns play in D, followed again another bar later by horns 1 and 3 playing in
D whilst horns 2 and 4 play in Ab. At rehearsal mark 5 all horns return to playing in E. For the first
several variations, the variation’s initial attack is accompanied (if at all accompanied) by the solo
horns playing in E. As the variation progresses the horns wander through other spectral tonalities
and only return briefly to E horn at the beginning of the next variation. In one sense it is possible to
say that within each variation is already a transition from harmonicity to inharmonicity. In order to
show this, the following table lists the key of each occurrence of the horns’ harmonic series.
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R e h e a r s a l

M a r k

B a r

N u m b e r

1

2

3

4

5

1

-

-

-

-

--------------- -------------------

2

E2

E2

-

E2

--------------- -------------------

3

E2

-

E2

E2 / Bb1

4

-

E2

E 2 / D2

D2 / Ab1

5

E2

E 2 / D2

E2 / Db2

Eb2 / Db2

D2 / B 1

-------------------

6

-

-

-

-

-

-------------------

7

-

E2

E2 / Bb1

Eb2 / A1

Eb2

-------------------

8

E2

E2 / D2 / Eb2

Eb2 / D2 / B1

D2 / Db2

Db2 / C1

-------------------

9

E2

E2 / F2

E2 / Eb2 / D2 / Db2

Eb2 / D2 / Db2

Db2 / C1

C1 / B1

10

Eb2 / D2

Db2

-

-

-

-

11

-

-

E2

E2 / Bb1

Eb2 / Db2

Eb2 / Db2 / D2

12

E2

E 2 / E b 2 / D2

Eb2 / D2 / Db2

D2 / Db2 / C1

Db2 / C1

-------------------

13

E2 / F2

E2 / F2 / Eb2

Eb2 / D2 / Db2 / C1

D2 / Db2 / C1

C1 / B1

E2 / Eb2

14

D2 / Db2 / E2

E2 / C1

Eb2 / C1 / B1

Eb2 / D2 / Db2

Db2 / C1

C1 / B1 / Eb2 / D2

E2 / Bb1

6

-------------------

--------------- -------------------

We can see from the table above, that there is an unusual exception to this principal. The 10th
variation shows no return at all to the E spectrum. This is perhaps because the phrase from the 9th
variation simply overlaps onto the beginning of the 10th. We could thus say that similar to the 6th,
the 10th does not have a horn solo. We can also see that with the passing of each variation, the
horns devote more and more of their time to playing outside of the E2 overtone spectrum.
A secondary process that can be observed in the score is an increase in the speed at which the horn
motifs appear. This is shown in the image below. Boxed numbers represent rehearsal markings:

6.1 b Flourished Scales Downwards
The flourished scales downwards in the woodwinds are one of the most prominent aspects to the
epilogue. The scales are required to be played as fast as possible and make use of space notation,
giving the performers a small degree of rhythmic freedom. The number of tones in each individual
scale varies across instruments and variations resulting in shifting and displacement between scales,
thus creating a dense and rich soundscape of pitches cascading downwards.
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If all of the woodwind’s pitches are combined into one scale they appear as such:

At the outset of the score the woodwinds begin in the highest register and descend slowly in
register with each following variation until they reach the lowest capabilities of each instrument.
Curiously the scale above is in one sense a mock spectrum. That is to say that the lower partials
represent the E spectrum quite clearly, however, above the 13th partial all tones are simply
summarised chromatically. The chances are that this is simply a means of performance
simplification and that the use of microtonality makes little sense in such a large orchestral
environment and dense polyphonic texture.
Also worth noting is that as the winds descend in register the intervals between each of the notes in
their scales increases. As an example, this can be seen in the 1st flute voice (numbers represent
rehearsal mark):

As a result of this change, the overall texture and harmony of the winds becomes more transparent.
Another interesting aspect is the woodwinds’ dynamic markings. Each variation begins with a
certain level of intensity and then diminuendos significantly to the end of the variation before
jumping up again in dynamic level for the next variation. What is most curious is that a general
diminuendo can be observed in the woodwinds (and later the strings) across the entire first section.
For example, the first variation begins with fff and diminuendos to mf. By the last few variations
where the woodwinds are still present, the dynamic marking is only mp diminuendoing to ppp.
The reason why this may be considered a little unusual is because usually in ‘Les Espaces
Acoustiques’ the register of a partial dictates its amplitude; as a general rule and as we have
observed earlier, the higher a partial is, the softer its dynamic marking will likely be. Here the
woodwinds exercise the exact opposite; they play the spectrum’s highest partials at the loudest
volume. As these artificially represented partials are so close together and are played at such a loud
volume, inevitably, the resulting soundscape is one of high inharmonicity. As the section
progresses and the woodwinds reach the spectrum’s middle partials, this inharmonicity diminishes
significantly. This creates a conundrum. Whilst some aspects to the score (which we will soon
observe) move from harmonicity to inharmonicity, we see here that the woodwinds are doing the
opposite. If the work’s material is developing in opposing directions, what then is the exact
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structural function of ‘Epilogues’’ first section? Grisey answers this by commenting on ‘Epilogue’
as such:
“... I had to arbitrarily introduce an entropic process that gradually erodes the open system of
Les Espaces Acoustiques.” 19
If ‘Epilogue’s’ chief purpose was to provide an ending to the entire cycle and dismantle the
intensity which had been built up over the preceding five works, in one sense, ‘Epilogue’ is in
itself one gigantic exhalation. In this sense one could argue that the epilogue’s first section serves a
double purpose. It not only moves from harmonicity to inharmonicity, mimicking what one might
associate with ‘inhalation’ in order to create structure within ‘Epilogue’ itself, it also performs as
part of ‘Epilogue’s’ overall function as the cycle’s ‘exhalation’.
Another significant aspect of change in the cascading scales is in instrumentation from the
woodwinds to the strings. This process begins at variation 5 (rehearsal mark 5) where half of the 1st
violins begin to play cascading scales with the woodwinds. One variation later (rehearsal mark 6)
the second half of the 1st violins also enter. Rehearsal mark 7 marks the entry of the violas and
rehearsal mark 8, the entry of the cellos. Unlike the woodwinds however, the strings are required to
play a notated ritardando rather than play as fast as possible.
In the 10th variation a foreign process begins to take place during this ritardando; glissandi between
notes. This process begins extraordinarily subtly in bar 2 of rehearsal mark 10 in violas 5 and 6. To
complement this, Grisey adds flageolet glissandi to members of the violas, cellos and contrabasses.
Over time, the quantity of glissandi increases until a strong transition from downward moving
scales to downward moving glissandi becomes aurally naked. The instrumentation also pushes
further and further into the bass realm, slowly extinguishing the upper string voices. By rehearsal
mark 13, all 1st violins have disappeared.
A point worthy of note is Grisey’s accompanying indication to the performance practice of the
flageolet glissandi. On page 9 he writes “Keep the same distance between the two fingers during
the whole glissando”. Usually when string players are required to play flageolet glissandi, the
distance between both fingers must change depending on register. If however, the distance remains
constant whilst playing a flageolet glissando, the resulting harmonic will not remain invariable. For
example, if the glissando is made from a higher register to a lower one, the resulting harmonic will
glissando downwards only very shortly before leaping upwards again.

19

Gerard Grisey: Interview by Guy Lelong, in: CD Booklet Gerard Grisey, Les espaces acoustiques, [accord 465 386-2],
2001, p.18
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Grisey represents this effect in the score graphically as such:

Often this is referred to as the ‘seagull effect’. This effect however is not without purpose. One
could easily argue that these leaping harmonics have replaced the cascading scales from earlier.
Despite a heavy transformation in instrumentation and in technique, in essence the principle and
basic motivic idea has remained unchanged.
On careful inspection of the strings’ exact pitches it also becomes evident that the pitches are
derived from a spectrum one octave lower than earlier (E0). The combination of this change in
register as well as the introduction and then enormous increase in glissandi results in an ever
increasing concentration of inharmonicity. This then intensifies until the end of the section at
rehearsal mark 15.
6.1 c The Variations’ Initial Attack
The initial attack of each variation takes place in two parts; the anticipation or lead-up to the attack
(as a series of ascending pitches in the percussion, harp, piano and accordion) and the attack itself.
The biggest transformation to take place with these attacks is a change in definition. At rehearsal
mark 1 all instruments attack together. The attack is clear and well-defined. With each passing
variation, elements within each attack become slowly more and more misaligned, moving further
and further apart from one another. The result is an attack which is blurred and ill-defined:

Attack to mark 2

Attack to mark 7
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Attack to mark 10
The anticipation to each attack is also drawn out. Elements within the anticipation are bit by bit
disembodied. The amount of tones within the anticipation also reduces. This process continues
until the 12th variation (rehearsal mark 12) where only scattered remnants of the anticipation
remain. By rehearsal mark 13 the severity of this process has left no trace whatsoever of the
anticipation.
This transformation from well-defined to fuzzy periodicity parallels the transformation from
harmonicity to inharmonicity. It also creates a bridge to the material (which we will soon look at)
in the epilogue’s second section, which no longer exercises small, distinct structural cells.
6.1 d Sustained Tones
Each variation is accompanied by several sustained tones which bring a degree of fullness and
body to the instrumentation. At the outset of the section, these sustained tones appear in the
accordion and trumpet parts. In correspondence with the anticipation to each variation’s attack, the
number of pitches sustained by the accordion reduces gradually with the passing of each variation.
The accordion begins in variation 1 sustaining a total of 14 individual tones. In the 5th variation this
number has reduced to 7 sustained tones and by the 12th variation the accordion is left with only 2
sustained tones before dropping out entirely from the epilogue.
The sustained voices in the trumpets undergo an even more systematic development. Trumpets 1
and 2 both begin on the tone D6, one pushing slightly higher in pitch and the other pushing slightly
lower. As they decrescendo to an imperceptible cut-off, trumpets 3 and 4 crescendo from an
imperceptible attack on the notes D6 (slightly lowered in pitch) and C#6. As trumpets 3 and 4 fade
out, trumpets 1 and 2 fade in again. This spiel takes place until the end of the section. Below is a
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list of these pitches. Numbers between intervals represent interval size. Boxed numbers represent
rehearsal markings.

From the list it becomes apparent that the highest note in each interval is simply incrementally
working down the E1 spectrum. For the first 7 variations, the other note in the interval is retrieved
as the result of a simple pattern. The notes within the first 2 intervals are only one step apart in the
spectrum. The notes in the second 2 intervals are 2 steps apart. Notes in intervals 5 and 6 are then 3
steps apart, and so on.
As of variation 8, the pattern is broken and many of the pitches no longer fit the E1 spectrum. If
however the spectrum were to be transposed down one octave (based on E0) a new pattern would
emerge. If measured by the E0 spectrum, the notes in intervals up until the 12th variation would all
be 5 steps apart from each other in the harmonic series. The last few intervals are a little more
difficult; a slight pattern does however arise if all notes are transposed into the same register:

In this case each note is simply 1 step away from its interval partner in the harmonic series.
Comparably to what we saw in ‘Partiels’, the transposition of partials down one or more octaves is
a technique used by the composer as a means of achieving an ever increasing level of
inharmonicity.
6.1 e The Spectrum’s Fundamental
Corresponding to the sustained partials’ transposition down one octave (in the 8th variation) is the
entrance of the spectrum’s fundamental E1. This begins subtly in the 6th contrabass voice 2 bars
before rehearsal mark 9. From here on until the end of the section, the fundamental slowly gathers
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more and more weight until it becomes the dominating aspect of the score at rehearsal mark 15.
Grisey achieves this by slowly adding to the instrumentation of the fundamental and increasing the
dynamic level.
In variation 9, the lone contrabass voice is doubled by cello 8 an octave higher. The durations of
these voices are organised under semiquaver septuplet groupings. The 9th variation also sees the
entrance of contrabass clarinet, who, although is placed on the fundamental, plays rhythmically
opposed to the other fundamental voices as its durations are organised as plain semiquavers rather
than semiquaver septuplets. The contrabass clarinet is then doubled in the 10th variation by
contrabassoon. One bar before rehearsal mark 11, we see the entrance of piano also on the
fundamental. Its durations are grouped under quintuplets and is then joined by electric bass two
bars before rehearsal mark 12. Two bars after mark 12, tuba also enters; its durations are dictated
by triplets. Its voice is then reinforced in variation 13 by the trombones one octave higher.

Bass group rhythms - mark 14, bar 3-5

Via this specific grouping of durations as either septuplets, quintuplets, triplets or regular
semiquavers, we can see that the fundamental tone is played by 4 different groups of instrument
pairs: contrabass and cello, contrabass clarinet and contrabassoon, piano and electric bass, tuba and
trombones. In variation 14 timpani and then harp (several bars later) are also added as a means of
increasing the fundamental’s weight and intensity shortly before the climax at rehearsal mark 15.
Over the course of ‘Les Espaces Acoustiques’ we have seen that one musical parameter can often
have a direct influence on another. Grisey’s application of the fundamental is no exception to this.
Here duration dictates dynamic. The shorter a duration is, the louder its accompanying dynamic
marking will be. For example, a tone 3 to 4 beats long will likely carry the marking pp whilst a
tone only half a beat long or shorter could be a f to ff. Grisey’s approach is however far from
legalistic. As an example let us take rehearsal mark 11 through to 13 and examine the 6th
contrabass’ durations (measured in semiquaver septuplets) and complementary dynamic markings:
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(Mark) 11

12

13

Duration

19

20

24

18

14

12

12

10

12

16

18

20

14

12

10

8

12

16

20

16

12

Dynamic

f

mf

p

pp

p

mp

mf

f

mf

mp

p

pp

p

mf

f

ff

f

mf

p

pp

p

The trend above is openly visible however not nakedly serialistic. From the table we can also see
that Grisey moves in a steady motion backwards and forwards between extremes. That is to say, if
we were to begin on a tone of longer duration and soft dynamic marking, each tone following it
would be slightly shorter and slightly louder until a tone of minimum duration and maximum
volume is reached, from which point the process then works in reversal.
This process however does not take place simultaneously across all 4 instrument groups carrying
the fundamental. Each group undergoes this process, moving from longer to shorter durations then
back again, in its own time. The result is that each group crescendos and climaxes and then
decrescendos at different points. The overall effect is that the fundamental emerges and then
vanishes in different regions of the orchestra, rising and falling in volume and transforming
continually in timbre.
Across the whole, there is also a general shortening of durations as well as a general rise in
dynamics. For example, at the beginning of the fundamental’s entrance, the loudest dynamic
marking is only mf. By the end of the section each wave in dynamics reaches fff. This increase in
dynamics and instrumentation means that by the last variation, the spectrum’s fundamental has
become one of the most imposing features of the score.

6.2 SECTION 2
‘Epilogues’’ second section begins at rehearsal mark 15 and carries through until the end of the
work. With the exception of the solo horn voices, this section is vastly different in character to that
of the first. No longer is the original spectrum present. All upper voices in the orchestra have also
been removed, leaving only instruments in the bass register, percussion and solo horns. Unlike the
first section, the second section is built up only of two layers; solo horns and the orchestra’s
accompanying bass register.
6.2 a The Horn Solo
The horn’s role in the second section bears many similarities to the first. The trends and processes
that had begun earlier continue in ever increasing severity. One of the more noticeable of these is
the increasing application of foreign harmonic series. As we saw before in the first section, Grisey
begins a phrase in the original spectrum (E2, notated as F:2) and then wanders further and further
away. As the second section progresses, the horn phrases become longer and the amount of time
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between the return of the original spectrum also increases. Rehearsal mark 23 is the last appearance
of the original spectrum before the horns final closing remark at rehearsal mark 31.
As we observed earlier, the speed at which the horn motifs are executed also increases
cumulatively throughout the second section:

As a result of this increase in motif speed, the horn voices appear to become more agitated over
time. This rhythmic diminution could also be seen as a way of filling the space created by the ever
shrinking orchestral accompaniment.
6.2 b Orchestral Accompaniment
Fascinatingly, the orchestral accompaniment to the horn solo begins on the tones E1 and E2 and
slowly works chromatically, heterophonically downwards. The reason why this could be referred
to as a heterophonic process is because the change in bass tone does not occur simultaneously
across the orchestra. This results in a small amount of hang or cross-over time between pitches.
The process begins on E1 and E2 in the contrabass clarinet, bassoon, contrabassoon, trombones,
tuba, harp, piano, electric bass, timpani, cello (1 and 2) and contrabass (1 and 2). These are the
same instruments which had established the fundamental in the second half of the epilogue’s first
section. A cursory glance also reveals that they have retained their old grouping order with the
exception of the contrabass-cello group and piano-electric bass group which have swapped their
quintuplets and septuplets.
The process that we observed earlier with the spectrum’s fundamental, in which durations become
shorter in value and louder in volume and then return again, continues on in the epilogue’s second
section. Here however, this process is in correlation with the instrument’s pitch. Each time an
instrumental group reaches their longest duration and softest dynamic, their pitch drops down one
semitone. As we discussed earlier, the process of shortening and lengthening durations takes place
at different rates across instrumental groups; it is this displacement in process that results in a slight
heterophonic texture between the chromatically descending pitches.
The chromatic progression of pitch downwards is also not original to this part of the score, having
already appeared earlier in the piano and contrabass voices at rehearsal mark 1 during the work’s
orchestral opening:
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Piano, Epilogue, mark 1

After the fall in pitch, the next biggest transformation is the change from definite pitch to noise
related sounds. This process begins at rehearsal mark 17 with Bartok pizzicato in the celli and the
remark “hit violently the fingerboard with the palm of the hand” in the 6th contrabass part. Soon
other techniques such as extreme bow pressure in the celli, the brass striking their mouthpieces
with the palm of their hands, woodwind slap-tongue and multiphonics, harp hitting its sound board
as well as muted tones in the piano are also added.
A steady descent in pitch to the instrument’s outer extremities coupled with an increase in noise
related techniques inevitably results in the extinguishing of any discernable pitch. There is however
one last process which complements this transition from pitch to noise; the gradual removal of
notes altogether. This process begins very early on, appearing two bars before rehearsal mark 16 in
the trombone and tuba voices:

If we look at these voices combined with contrabass voices 1 to 3 and cellos 4 to 8, we see that
every second tone in the trombone and tuba voice has been replaced by a pizzicato in the strings.
Unlike bowed tones, pizzicato tones have a rather short life span, which results, in this case, in an
expansion of gap between notes. As the duration of each note increases, so too does the gap
between them increase. As of this point similar patterns begin to emerge throughout the orchestra,
in which short bursts of instrumental techniques begin to replace sustained durations. Strikes on
different percussion instruments also begin to take the place of the instrumental group’s pitches. As
an example, 2 bars before rehearsal mark 17, we see a pianissimo D sustained in the trombone and
tuba. Hanging directly onto its cut-off is a piano pizzicato in contrabasses 1 to 3.
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Given the former pattern, we would then expect that the next tone would once again be a sustained
mezzo piano in the trombones and tuba, instead however the next tone in the series is given to a
tumba strike in the second percussion voice.
By substituting more and more sustained pitches for percussion strikes, the amount of space
between objects continues to grow. Thus, bit by bit the orchestral accompaniment becomes thinner
and thinner until instruments begin to drop our altogether. By rehearsal mark 20, the strings have
disappeared entirely and almost no sense of discernible pitch can be gathered. By mark 23, other
than sparse, dotted remarks, almost nothing is left of the orchestra. From mark 25 to the end, only
the percussionists accompany the solo horns, with the occasional strike once every few bars. Here
it is the silence between each horn phrase which catches our attention. We must not forget that this
is the epilogue’s epilogue – the entire cycle’s final exhalation! In this light it seems only fitting that
it should resolve into absolute and perfect harmonicity – silence.

6.3 Brief Summary
Similar to developments and processes that we have examined in ‘Les Espaces Acoustiques’’ other
works, ‘Epilogue’ also exercises steady and often patient evolutions from one idea to the next.
Again we see that a strong polarity between discernible spectrum and indiscernible spectrum is
also present and that register plays an important role in the relationship between the two. We also
see that the layers of various details, developments and processes are extraordinarily rich and
highly sophisticated. Such a vast number of developments would be impossible to process
individually from an aural perspective alone. The combination of these processes however results
in a powerful structure and organic transformation in compositional ideas.
We also see that large structural blocks can be broken down into smaller structural cells. By
slightly varying each cell, the material slowly mutates and changes over time whilst remaining
uncannily familiar to the listener. As a result, the audience is almost unaware of significant
changes to defining points in the work’s overall character, such as instrumentation. Thus, several
minutes into the work, it may dawn on the listener that a majority of the orchestration has moved
from the woodwinds to the strings; exactly how it got there however, will remain him a mystery.
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7. C O N C L U S I O N
‘Les Espaces Acoustiques’ is a gigantic testament to Grisey’s compositional philosophies. In order
to do the cycle any just analysis, a far more extensive study should be undertaken. However, even
in this brief exploration, it is clearly visible that the composer was concerned about the ‘becoming’
of sound; not objects in themselves, rather their evolution.
In each of the examples that we have discussed, it is clear that the repetition of material is
imperative. Without this repetition, an entire composition’s context and coherency would fall to
pieces. Repetition also opens a door to the listener, allowing them time to better comprehend an
idea or musical object. We see however that each recurrence of an object is never identical. That is
to say that each repetition is in fact no repetition at all rather a slight variation. The use of such
subtle variations allows for the simultaneous combination of two extraordinarily important
compositional principles; motivic establishment and development of material. The variations that
take place are small enough that they do not interrupt the listener whilst coming to comprehension
of an idea. However, the processes undergone by the material are also significant enough that the
material does not stagnate or become tedious to the audience.
When observing the means by which the composer has achieved such smooth transformations and
developments, we see that a combination of varying processes each applied to a different musical
parameter is required. For example, often parameters such as pitch and volume are intertwined. A
change in one corresponds to a change in the other. A process or pattern must also not necessarily
be complex. As we have seen, many patterns in dynamic markings for example are quite simple
and do not require an overly complicated development. It is the combination of processes (even
quite simple ones) which creates such a powerful effect. In passages where three, four or even
more corresponding processes are being applied simultaneously, the result is a global
transformation of profound depth.
Adding to all of this is Grisey’s sensibility for detail. Often scattered throughout the score are
markings for numerous effects, instrumental techniques and mutes. It is not uncommon for such
subtle markings to take place underneath layers of complex processes or intense ensemble activity.
This leads to the question of whether such details are always necessary or perhaps better put,
whether or not they are at all audible. There is no doubt that the removal of these markings from a
work such as ‘Partiels’ would have a severe effect; the question would be, to what extent?
Arguably one of the most interesting aspects to ‘Les Espaces Acoustiques’ is the ability to witness
the maturing of the composer’s style. Although the evolution of sound was always of utmost
priority, Grisey’s ability to execute this evolution no doubt became more refined over the cycle’s
ten year genesis. The principles and concepts which appear in ‘Périodes’ and ‘Partiels’ are similar
to those used in ‘Modulations’ and ‘Epilogue’; the point of separation lies in the ever increasing
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sophistication of the processes’ treatment. This can best be seen in ‘Epilogue’, where the orchestral
finale to the cycle moves from its first notes to its last in one seemingly unbroken phrase despite
consisting of two larger sections containing smaller structural cells. In order to create a phrase of
such magnitude, coherency and especially fluency, an exceptionally experienced methodology and
conception of musical structure and development is necessary. It is such elaborate examples of the
development and transformation of material that make the works of Gérard Grisey analytically
valuable. Although many of his concepts are at their fundaments quite simplistic, an effective
execution requires a deep understanding of the human perception of sound and especially time. In a
world full of compositional trinkets, instrumental techniques and shallow effects, there is still
much that the contemporary world can learn from the structural genius of Gérard Grisey.
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